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This article develops a model for describing the preferences of a group in terms of
its individual members. The model incorporates the empirically observed group-
polarization phenomenon. It is interesting that the resulting group preference eval-
uation is essentially a weighted linear model of individual preferences with the addition
of an intercept term. The polarization model is empirically tested in two experimental
contexts, faculty-candidate and restaurant selection. For both experimental situa-
tions, the polarization model performed better for the majority of groups tested in
predicting a holdout sample than did either the more common weighted linear model
without an intercept (with vyelghts summing to one) or the multilinear model.

G roup decision making has long been a major topic
in a wide variety of social sciences: anthropology,

sociology, political science, marketing, and psychology
(see Hare 1976). The basic thrust of this research has
been to determine those factors that affect the process
by which groups make decisions (Swap 1983). In con-
sumer research, the groups that have been studied in-
clude families (Davis 1976) and organizational buying
centers (Webster and Wind 1972). Research has cen-
tered on identifying the individuals involved in the de-
cision process (Davis and Rigaux 1974; Silk and Kal-
wani 1982), decision role structure (Davis 1976;
McMillan 1973), and the determinants of relevant in-
fluence (Kriewall 1980; Thomas 1982).

In consumer research (or the social sciences in gen-
eral), limited progress has been made with respect to
developing and testing mathematical representations of
group processes that can then be used to predict decision
outcomes in consumer behavior. Three exceptions in
marketing and consumer research are Choffray and Lil-
ien (1980), Corfman and Lehmann (1987), and Eliash-
berg et al. (1986). Choffray and Lilien (1980) propose
a set of four models that mathematically transforms a
set of individual choice probabilities into a group choice
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probability. Each model corresponds to a different con-
ceptualization of the interaction process within the
group, that is, whether members vote, use the inputs of
individuals in proportion to their importance, search
for a consensus, or attempt to be least perturbing to
other members. Unfortunately, Choffray and Lilien do
not test these models empirically. Corfman and Leh-
mann (1987) develop and test a different set of algebraic
models in which the group members' personal traits
(i.e., resources and goals) are used to predict the out-
comes of conflict resolutions. The forms ofthe models
are basically linear or linear with interactions. Models
are estimated using data collected on couples' decisions.
The dependent variable is the probability of getting
one's own way. The independent variables are the re-
sources an individual brings to the group decision (e.g.,
expertise, social debt) relative to those of his or her
partner(s). While this initial work is a step in the right
direction, the particular algebraic forms seem ad hoc
and not well-grounded in psychological theory. In con-
trast, Eliashberg et al. (1986) have tested models from
the decision analysis literature, which follow from sets
of axioms, to predict a group's preference judgment as
a function of the judgments of its individual members.
These weighted linear and multilinear models are sim-
ilar in algebraic form to Corfman and Lehmann's
(1987). The axioms from which these models are de-
rived prescribe reasonable behavior. However, they ig-
nore some fundamental behavioral aspects of group de-
cision making that have been discovered through
behavioral research (Hare 1976), such as informational
influences and social comparisons, and therefore are
limited in describing and understanding group pro-
cesses.
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POLARIZATION MODEL '

A basic premise of this article is that new models that
incorporate behavioral phenomena could haye an ad-
vantage in prediction (see Menasco and Curry 1989)?
This notion is implicit in Choffray and Lilien's (1980)
reliance on specific interaction processes in their mod-
eling eflforts. The behavioral phenomena to be included
in modeling usually depend on the domain of the de-
cision processes studied (e.g., role structure may be im-
portant in situations in which itidividuals differ in terms
of their expertise about separate aspects ofthe decision).
Extensive evidence suggests that group discussion gen-
erally produces attitudes that are more extreme in the
direction of the average of prediscussion attitudes in a
variety of situations. This phenomenon is called the
group-polarization hypothesis (Myers and Lamm 1976).

Group polarization can exist on a variety of dimen-
sions. In a traditional decision-process paradigm an in-
dividual forms perceptions of choice alternatives on the
basis of available information. These perceptions lead
to preferences and, eventually, to choice. An individual
may discuss any one ofthe above with peers. Such dis-
cussions may lead each individual to conform to some
type of group norm to a greater degree and therefore
tend to produce the observed polarization. For example,
Asch (1952) has demonstrated that group pressure (if
not discussion) can lead individual perceptions to con-
form to those advocated by the group.

In this article we focus on polarization of preferences.
Groups composed of individuals favorably (unfavora-
bly) disposed toward a given alternative will become
even more (less) so after discussion. We develop a simple
model that provides a paramorphic representation of
the polarization effect that can be used to predict group
preference judgments. The model has the advantage of
being derived from observed empirical phenomena and
ultimately takes the form of a linear regression model
with an intercept and certain parameter constraints.
Therefore, the model is simple to estimate from data
and extremely practical. Eliashberg and Winkler (1981)
have developed a model that allows for partial polar-
ization of risk attitudes (i.e., the group is less risk averse
than the average of its individuals). However, their
model does not explicitly allow for polarization of pref-
erences and requires considerable effort to calibrate it
from data.

In this article, we develop a polarization model for
describing group preferences and present two experi-
ments designed to examine its predictive validity. Ex-
periments have been the traditional vehicle in group-
decision research (Swap 1983). Although naturalistic
studies are more likely to capture the processes of real,
functioning groups, their use would sacrifice experi-
mental control. More important, many real-life groups
are not accessible to direct observation. Notable excep-
tions include the industrial purchase described in Cyert,
Simon, and Trow (1956) and Kalven and Zeisel's (1966)
monumental study of American juries.
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CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND

Reseai-ch oh group polarization, initiated by Stoner
(1968), involves a small number of participants re-
sponding to a series of story problems called choice di-
lemmas (see Kogan and Wallach [1964] for an elabo-
ration of this concept). Each problem involves a
decision faced by some individual. For example, con-
sider Henry's dilemma and the corresponding instruc-
tions to each respondent in a group:

Henry is a writer who is said to have considerable cre-
ative talent but who so far has earned a comfortable living
by writing cheap westerns. Recently, he has come up with
an idea for a potentially significant novel. If it could be
written and accepted it might have considerable literary
impact and be a big boost to his career. On the other
hand, if he was not able to work out his idea or if the
novel was a flop he would have expended considerable
time and energy without remuneration.

Imagine that you are advising Henry. What is the
lowest probability that you would consider acceptable
for Henry to attempt to write the novel? [Myers
1982, p. 126]

After recording their advice individually, participants
get together and discuss the dilemma until they agree
on a final judgment. Stoner discovered that group judg-
ments are generally lower than the average of predis-
cussion individual responses, which implies that groups
are more risk prone than is the average individual. This
phenomenon was dubbed the "risky shift."

Note that the probability responses that Stoner re-
quested were really von Neumann-Morgenstern (1947)
utilities for the certain option, writing cheap Westerns
(Currim and Sarin 1983; Hauser and Urban 1979). The
above task implies that a respondent's utility for writing
cheap Westerns, [/(cheap Westerns), is equal to the ex-
pected utility of the lottery between the novel's being
a success with a utility of one and its being a flop with
a utility of zero. With this calibration, the utility of
cheap Westerns to Henry is equal to p, where p corre-
sponds to the required probability of success checked
by the respondent. Preferences, as reflected by von
Neumann-Morgenstern utilities, encompass both the
intrinsic desirability ofthe alternative in question to a
respondent and that respondent's attitudes toward risk
(Currim and Sarin 1983). This being the case, risk at-
titude may not be what produced the observed phe-
nomenon oflower group judgments (Mackenzie 1971).
When a shift in probabilities was observed in prior ex-
periments, it could have been due to risk attitudes, as
the experimenters claim, or to the intrinsic desirability
of the certain option. For example, an identical result
would emerge if, during the discussion, much negative
information about cheap Westerns was exchanged,
which would make Henry's job less intrinsically desir-
able to the participants. It is impossible to make a dis-
tinction between the two possibilities. Rather, we simply
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refer to the shift as one of preference, which encom-
passes both.

In any event, Stoner's finding was replicated by sev-
eral researchers. However, Teger and Pruitt (1967)
demonstrated that choice dilemmas that elicited rela-
tively cautious responses (i.e., a high-probability re-
sponse or high utility for the certain option) tended to
produce even more cautious responses after discussion.
This cautious shift, when coupled with the earlier risky-
shift findings, suggests what has come to be called the
group-polarization hypothesis (Myers and Latpm 1976).
Postdiscussion responses tend to become more extreme
in the direction ofthe prediscussion average responses.'

Myers and Arenson (1972) have shown that the mag-
nitude ofthe polarization effect is approximately a lin-
ear function ofthe mean initial response (see Fig. 1).
There is some value of mean judgment in Henry's
problem (not necessarily .5) that produces no polariza-
tion. If the mean response is below (above) that value,
which we shall call the "pivot point," denoted by K,
the utilities are polarized downward (upward), which
produces the apparent risky (cautious) shift. The size
ofthe shift is directly proportional to the difference be-
tween the mean value and the no-polarization point.

A variety of theoretical explanations for the polar-
ization effect have been proposed. Although none is
generally accepted, two views, the informational-influ-
ence explanation and the social-comparison explana-
tion, appear to dominate (Myers 1982). These implicitly
assume that there is a variability of opinion among the
group members. According to the informational-influ-
ence explanation, more arguments are drawn out in
support of the majority opinion than of the minority
one. The minority is more likely to be swayed. Fur-
thermore, it is unlikely that any given person in the
majority will have considered all the relevant argu-
ments. Therefore, the majority's leanings are likely to
be reinforced.^ Alternatively, the social-comparison
view (Pruitt 1971a, 1971b) suggests that people, moti-
vated by a concern for presenting oneself favorably, will
tend to amplify their responses when others are found
to share their beliefs. The basic model proposed in this
article is consistent with both of these views. It is a par-
amorphic representation of the empirical polarization
phenomenon that can be used for the prediction of
group preferences.

'Similar results emerged when individual subjects were asked to
tnake postdiscussion individual responses; i.e., individual responses
became more extreme in the direction ofthe prediscussion average
(Burnstein and Vinokur 1975). In fact, these shifts seem to occur if
an individual simply reflects about the matter under consideration
in the absence of discussion (Tesser 1978). However, given our focus
on group preference, we emphasize the group-level finding.

^Bordley (1983) proposes a formal model, based on the informa-
tional influence viewpoint, that also leads to the observed polarization.

FIGURE 1

GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE
POLARIZATION HYPOTHESIS
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THE MODEL
Let w, be the idiosyncratic preference judgment of

the benefits received by the /th individual from an al-
ternative in a group of m individuals, and let t/g be the
group preference of the alternative's benefits. For sim-
plicity, we assume that M, and t/g are all scaled to be
between 0 and 1. To begin with, we consider a formu-
lation in which the group as a whole does not exhibit
the polarization phenomenon and the group's prefer-
ence is a simple linear combination of those of its mem-
bers. Then,

= 2 (1)

where X, is a relative weight assigned to the /th individ-
ual. We expect that 0 < X, < 1 and Z;^i X, = 1. This is
a simple weighted utility model (see, e.g.. Curry and
Menasco 1979).

Equation 1 provides a good starting point since the
conditions ofthe problem correspond to those that lead
to a linear model providing a good paramorphic rep-
resentation ofthe process (Dawes and Corrigan 1974).
First, the individual and group preference evaluations
cannot be measured without error. Second, the inde-
pendent variables (individual preferences) have con-
ditionally monotonic relationships with the dependent
variable (group preference). Either or both of these
conditions could be violated in the current context for
certain group dynamics. However, we expect that they
would both hold in a majority of situations.

We must modify Equation 1 to account for the ob-
served (empirical) polarization phenomenon described
in the previous section. We express the group preference
evaluation as:

= 2 hUi + 4,{u - K), (2)
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where u is the average of the preferences of the group
members. Equation 2 states that the adjustnient ofthe
group preference is directly proportional to the differ-
ence between the group's mean utility and a base value,
K, defined to be between 0 and 1 (Myers and Arenson
1972). The parameter 0 is a shift parameter constrained
to be nonnegative. Equation 2 represents the tendency
for the group to shift upward for values of the group
mean higher than K and downward for values lower
than K.

The parameter AT is specific to a particular group (i.e.,
size and composition of individuals) and the decision
situation it faces. One may think of Â  as a group norm.
For example, under the presumption that polarization
is purely one of risk attitude, if the group has a cultui-e
that reflects a tendency to avoid risk, K will be relatively
low and the shift will be upward. Extreme values of K
(i.e., 0 and 1) will only move the group preference in
one direction (i.e., upward or downward) relative to the
group mean.^

The linear formulation in Equation 2 has the poten-
tial for logical inconsistencies. Suppose ii is close to one
of the extreme values. Unless K is at the same extreme
value, the model implies a shift off the scale. To accom-
modate this, a sigmoid function (e.g., logistic) might be
hypothesized. This function would have to be bounded
by 0 and 1, and a special nonlinear procedure would
need to be developed for estimating its parameters.
Thus, we trade apparent consistency for ease in esti-
mation when using the linear formulation. Recall that
the linear formulation seems to hold over a wide range
of u values (Myers and Arenson 1972).

Algebraic Formulation

If we rewrite the function in Equation 2 by setting M
= '/m 2j^i Uj, then Equation 2 becomes

1=1

(3)

Therefore, the group preference function of Equation 2
is the same as a linear function of the individual prefer-
ences with an intercept term added to it and subject to
certain constraints in the weights of the linear function.
Written explicitly, the function is

Mg = Wo + + W2U2 + + (4)

where WQ = —(t>K and w, = X, + */„, / = 1, 2, . . . , m.
Given the linear formulation of Equation 3, the model is
easy to estimate, although several constraints need to be

'When both u and K are close to the same extreme value, the shift
will be toward the center rather than toward the extreme values.
However, to be consistent, we will also label this situation as polar-
ization.

imposed on the parameters. Once estimated, the model
can be used for making predictions.

Because the X's sum to 1, it follows that K = Wo/i\ -
2™i w,). Thus, the parameters ofthe model satisfy the
following constraints:

< 0;

1; (5)
1=1

0
1 -

1.
w,

The second constraint owes itself to the fact that 2'"i w,
= I + (f> and (/) > 0. When the polarization slope parameter
(t> is zero, the model reduces to the simple weighted linear
model. The last constraint comes from the fact that K
must be between zero and one. If the constant term, —<I)K,
is zero then either 0 or Â  is equal to zero. We could de-
termine whether or not cp is zero by determining whether
or not the constraint 2™i w, S; 1 is binding. If it is not,
then 0 > 0 and K = 0 will produce a cautious shift. If it
is, then (/> = 0 and K is indeterminate.

We adopt a two-stage estimation procedure to obtain
parameter estimates that satisfy these constraints."* First,
we run an ordinary least squares (OLS) regression. We
then examine which constraints are violated, set these
constraints at the boundary of the inequality, and rees-
timate the model using OLS. If any ofthe constraints are
still violated, this procedure is iterated until all the con-
straints are satisfied. The resulting parameters will obey
all the above constraints.' Ordinary least squares regres-
sion is used here simply as a means of model fitting, and
the assumptions required to perform statistical tests on
the parameters cannot be expected to hold, in general.
However, we can recover the estimates of X's, </>, and K
from the estimates of Wo, Wi, . . ., w^ by solving the re-
lationships described above between Equations 4 and 5.

Process Origins
The social-comparison viewpoint discussed earlier

(Pruitt 1971a, 1971b) can provide an interesting justi-
fication for the polarization phenomenon at the group

••These parameters can be estimated by formulating a linear-pro-
gramming problem with the objective of minimizing the sum of ab-
solute deviations. But, generally, the solution may yield multiple op-
tima.

*In the two experimental studies reported in this article, the second
stage of estimation was needed for 15 out of 38 groups in the first
study, and for 14 out of 37 groups in the second study, and for no
group was the third stage needed. We must note that setting parameters
at boundary values uses up degrees of freedom. Further, for five groups
of Study 2, the rank order of w-estimates made from our procedure
and linear programming was the same. The actual magnitudes were
naturally somewhat different owing to the difference in the objective
function.
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level. Suppose in a discussion an individual hears that
the predominant opinion is one that he shares (i.e., M,
is in the same direction from K as u). In an attempt to
present himself more favorably, the individual will am-
plify his position. Accordingly, we may write the revised
preference, Ui for the /th individual as Uj = M, + (/>,(«
- K), If, on the other hand, an individual finds that the
predominant opinion is not his (i.e., w, is in the opposite
direction from K as u), he may represent himself as
being more in accord with the dominant view in order
to present a favorable image (Festinger 1954). We may
also write the individual's revised preference as above.
Substituting the M̂  for the w, in Equation 1, we obtain
t/g = 2™i X,M, + 2/^1 4>i{u - K), which is essentially
Equation 2 with </) = 2^i 0,.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
We conducted two small-scale experiments to em-

pirically test the polarization model. Various details of
these experiments are described below. The studies dif-
fer with respect to context, measurement procedures,
and subject motivation. Testing a model under a variety
of circumstances provides confidence in the generality
of common results (Campbell and Stanley 1966).

The polarization model. Equations 2-4, consists of
simple modifications of the weighted linear model.
Equation 1. Therefore, it makes sense to compare the
polarization model to its source as well as to another
modification of Equation 1, the multilinear utility
model (Keeney and Raiffa 1976):

= 2 hui + 2 2

+ 2 2 2
7=1 j=\ k=\

. . . . (6)

These forms have been used to model both individual
and group preference (Eliashberg 1980; Eliashberg et
al. 1986). The most general developments on individual
preference (Fishburn and Keeney 1974, 1975) place no
restrictions on either the sign or the magnitude of the
parameters. For a three-person group (i.e., m = 3), the
number of parameters estimated is 4, 3, and 7, respec-
tively, for the polarization, linear, and multilinear
models.

Study 1
Context. The context for this experiment was the

evaluation of a number of hypothetical faculty candi-
dates in marketing. Subjects were asked to assume that
they were responsible for hiring a new assistant professor
for their marketing department.

Stimuli Design. Each hypothetical faculty candi-
date's resume was described as a profile on seven char-

acteristics that were chosen on the basis ofthe authors'
judgment and experience with faculty recruiting over
a period of time. The levels were selected to provide
dispersion on each characteristic arid to be represen-
tative ofthe variety of possibilities available in the mar-
ketplace. The seven characteristics and the description
of alternative levels on each are (1) undergraduate ed-
ucation (three levels: business, engineering, and behav-
ioral sciences), (2) school awarding doctorate (four lev-
els: School A, School B, School C, and School D; actual
names ofthe schools were used in the experiment), (3)
length of time since doctorate (two levels: two years
and five years), (4) number of "important" publications
(two levels: two and four), (5) teaching ratings at pre-
vious school (four levels: top 10 percent, next 15 per-
cent, second quartile, and bottom half), (6) personality
(two levels: friendly and open, and shy and reserved),
and (7) reputation for collegiality (two levels: works well
with others and tends to work alone). Sixteen candidate
profiles were developed using an orthogonal, fractional,
factorial experimental design of the above seven char-
acteristics (Hahn and Shapiro 1966). Four other profiles
were included as validation stimuli for a total of 20
profiles.

Differences in individual evaluations are important
for interesting group discussion. While all respondents
would agree on the direction of preference for some of
the attributes (e.g., publications), they are likely to differ
with respect to preferences for other attributes (e.g., un-
dergraduate education).

Subjects, The experiment was conducted among 38
groups of three subjects each. Fifteen of these groups
were composed of selected marketing faculty members
in a number of business schools; the rest were groups
of M.B.A. students at a major eastern business school.
The subjects participated in the study on a voluntary
basis. All members of every group had worked together
previously. Each of the faculty groups consisted of
members ofthe same marketing department in a given
business school, and the student groups were part of
ongoing course project teams at their school.

Experimental Tasks. The data we analyze were
collected in two phases. In Phase I, each subject in the
group made idiosyncratic evaluations ofthe resumes of
the 20 candidates. First, subjects were asked to pick
their most- and least-preferred candidates. For each of
the remaining 18 candidates, the evaluation was given
by providing a probability so that the respondent would
be indifferent between each candidate and a lottery be-
tween that respondent's most- and least-preferred can-
didate with the given probability. If the most- and least-
preferred candidates are assigned utilities of 1 and 0,
these indifiference probabilities correspond to those in
Henry's problem and translate into utilities. The exact
procedure used for deriving these measures and detailed
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TABLE 1

THE FOUR VALIDATION STIMULI USED IN THE MODEL. COMPARISON

Undergraduate
education

Business

Engineering

Engineering

Behavioral
sciences

Doctoral
school

School D

Schooi C

School B

School A

Number of
years since
doctorate

was received

5

5

2

2

Number of
publications

4

2

4

2

Teaching
ratings

Bottom half

Second
quartile

Top 10
percent

Next 15
percent

Personality

Shy and
reserved

Shy and
reserved

Friendly and
open

Friendly and
open

Coliegiality

Tends to work
aione

Works well with
others

Tends to work
aione

Works well \«lth
others

instructions were adapted from Currim and Sarin
(1983).

After each member of the group completed the task
in Phase I, the group met to discuss and to provide a
set of group preference evaluations or utilities. This task
constituted Phase II. The procedure for eliciting the
evaluations in Phase II was identical to that used in
Phase I. The members met as a committee to evaluate
the resumes and arrive at a consensus in their evalua-
tions. The group sessions typically lasted between 30
minutes and an hour. In no case did a group fail to
reach a consensus. Each member had their initial eval-
uations available to them. However, they were under
no obligation to reveal them to each other.

Estimation and Analyses. The polarization model,
C/g = XiMi + X2W2 + ^3^3 + 0(w ~ K); the linear model,

+ /32M2 + Pii^i', and the multilinear model.
22 ^^

, were each estimated via OLS regression
with the appropriate constraints over the first 16 ob-
servations (corresponding to the orthogonal array) for
every group.

We compare the predictive validity ofthe group-po-
larization model with those ofthe linear and multilinear
models. We use the three models and parameters for
each group estimated on the first 16 observations to
predict the judgments on the four validation stimuli.
These stimuli are shown in Table 1. Using the root mean
squared error (RMSE) of these predictions from each
model, several comparisons among the models are
made.

Results—Model Comparison, The summaries de-
veloped from the predictive validity RMSE comparisons
for all the groups are shown in Tables 2 and 3. Taking
all three models into account, the polarization model
performed best for 18 groups. The weighted linear
model performed best for seven, while the multilinear

model performed best for six. Of the nine groups in
which the polarization model reduced to the linear one
{(j) = 0), the two models are tied for the best seven times.

A Friedman's two-way analysis of variance applied
to the RMSEs demonstrated that the three models did
indeed perform differently (X̂  == 15.67; # = 2;p< .001).
With respect to pairwise comparisons, the polarization
model outperformed the multilinear model by 31 to 7
(sign test Z = 3,S9;p < .001). The polarization model
also outperformed the linear model by a count of 20 to
9 with nine groups having identical predictions for both
models (Z = 1.78; one-sided p < .05). However, if one
were to enter this analysis with strong prior beliefs in
the linear model, then one interpretation of ties is that
the polarization model has not been shown to be su-
perior and therefore a tie is a win for the linear model.
If this is the case then the margin of victory is 20 to 18,
much less and, of course, not statistically significant.
Finally, the linear model outperformed the multilinear
one by a count of 24 to 14 (Z = 1.62; .10 > one-sided
p>,05).

It appears that the polarization model performs at
least as well as the other two, and, depending on one's
standards for confidence, the multilinear model per-
forms worst. The multilinear finding is in contrast to
Eliashberg et al. (1986) who found that the multilinear
model was superior to the linear one in a group decision-
making context, albeit by a very slight margin. However,
their study differed from ours in several ways, including
context and parameter-estimation method.

Although this study shows preliminary support for
the polarization formulation of Equation 5, three lim-
iting aspects must be noted. First, the context is not of
immediate relevance to consumer research. Second,
there was no chance subjects would have to live with
the consequences of their decisions, which could pos-
sibly skew their behavior. Finally, the measurement
methodology still confounds risk attitude and intrin-
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TABLE 2

MODEL COMPARISONS FOR THE FAOULTY HIRING STUDY

Row model

Polarization model
Weighted linear model
Multilinear model

Polarization
model °

9" (5, 4)
7 (3,4)

Weighted
linear model"

20" (11, 9)

14 (7,7)

Multilinear
model"

31 (20, 11)
24(16,8)

Number of times
model

performed best

18'=
7"
6

"Numbers in this column indicate the number of groups for which the row model's RMSE is lower than that of the model listed here. Numbers in parentheses
indicate the number of student groups and the number of faculty groups, respectively.

"There are nine other groups (seven student and two faculty) for which these two modeis are tied.
•̂ In addition to the seven ties between the polarization and linear models.

sic desirability. These limitatiotis are addressed iti
Study 2.

Study 2

The competitig models, their estimatioti, atid tests
are the satne as those in Study 1. Study 2 differs with
respect to the experimetital context, measurement pro-
cedures, and subject motivations.

Context. This study centered on the evaluation of
a set of actual restaurants in a major northeastern met-
ropolitan city, which we will call "New City." Subjects
were asked to assume that they were to choose a res-
taurant to go to together. This context is of more direct
relevance to typical consumer research.

Stimuli. Twenty restaurants were selected from a
local guidebook. The particular restaurants were all in
the same price range ($35-$50 for dinner for two, ex-
cluding tax, tip, and wine) but differed with respect to
cuisine, neighborhood, and ambience. We incorporated
such differences to ensure that the entire set would con-
tain restaurants that individuals who were not perfectly
indifferent would like and some that they would not
like. The actual guidebook descriptions served as the

TABLE 3

DISTRIBUTION OF ROOT MEAN SOUARED ERRORS FOR THE
FACULTY HIRING STUDY

Range

0-5.00
5.01-10.0
10.01-15.00
15.01-20.00
20.01 and over

Total

Polarization
model

9 (5, 4)
13(7,6)
11 (8, 3)
4 (2, 2)
1(1,0)

38(23,15)

Weighted
linear model

7 (4, 3)
17(11,6)
4(3,1)
7 (3, 4)
3(2,1)

38(23, 15)

Multilinear
model

6 (4, 2)
14(7,7)
12(8,4)
2(1,1)
4(3,1)

38(23,15)

NOTE.—Data indicate the number of groups for which the RMSE (XI00) was
within a given range for a particular model. Numbers in parentheses indicate
the number of student groups and the number of faculty groups, respectively.

Stimuli. Fifteen stimuli were used for estimation pur-
poses, and five were used for validation.

Subjects. This study was conducted among 37
groups of three subjects each. Each subject was an un-
dergraduate enrolled in an introductory marketing class
at a university located in "New City." Since they signed
up together, most of the subjects knew each other before
they began the experiment. The subjects in several of
the groups had previously made similar restaurant
choices with the other members of their group.

Experimental Tasks. The data were collected in
three phases, all during a single one-hour experimental
session. In Phase I, each subject evaluated the 20 res-
taurants. First, they were asked to pick their favorites
and least favorites and assign to them the values of 100
and 0. For each of the remaining 18 restaurants, they
were asked to provide an intermediate value that re-
flected the relative attractiveness of the restaurant in
question. This procedure is much simpler than the
Currim and Sarin (1983) procedure used in Study 1.
Furthermore, the instructions (and the lack of a prob-
ability response) focused the judgment on intrinsic de-
sirability without consideration of risk. The responses
were divided by 100 to be between zero and one.

Upon the completion of Phase I, the group provided
a single collective set of judgments in Phase II. Again,
they had their initial evaluations available to them. This
time we instructed the subjects not to reveal their in-
dividual numerical judgments. They could express
preference in any other way, however. As an incentive,
the subjects were told that upon completion of the ex-
periment four groups would be chosen at random to
receive a $75 gift certificate at one of the 20 restaurants.
The particular restaurant chosen would depend on the
group responses provided by each winning group. The
mechanism was not revealed, but the subjects were told
that they would not necessarily get their first choice so
they should pay careful attention to all of their judg-
ments.^

'In reality, we gave the winning groups $75 in cash. They did not
know this at the time, though.
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TABLE 4

MODEL COMPARISONS FOR THE RESTAURANT STUDY

Row model

Polarization model
Weighted iinear model
Multiiinear modei

Polarization
modei"

13"
7

Weighted
iinear model ̂

19"

10

Mutilinear
modei"

31
27

Number of times
model

performed best

16=
II-̂
6

•Numbers in this column indicate the number of groups for which the row model's RMSE is iower than that of the model listed here.
•There are five other groups for which these two models are tied.
°ln addition to the four ties between the polarization and linear models.

Analyses. We examine the RMSEs of the predic-
tions made by the estimated polarization, linear, and
multilinear models for the five validation restaurants
in order to compare the predictive validities of the three
models.

Results. Tables 4 and 5 show the details of the pre-
dictive validity RMSE comparisons in the same manner
as Tables 2 and 3. Here, the polarization model per-
formed best for 16 groups, with four ties with the
weighted linear model. The weighted linear model per-
formed best for 11 groups (in addition to four ties with
the polarization model) and the multilinear for six. Of
the five groups in which the polarization model reduced
to the linear one {(t> = 0), it (the polarization model or
the linear model) beat the multilinear model four times.
A Friedman's two-way analysis of variance on the
RMSEs demonstrated that the three models performed
differently (X̂  = 17.31; df= 2; p < .001). With respect
to pairwise comparisons, the polarization model out-
performed the multilinear one by 31 to 7 (sign test Z
= 9.86; p < .001) and the linear one by 19 to 13 with
five ties (Z = 0.99; NS), or 19 to 18 in the Bayesian
view with strong priors on the linear model. The linear
model outperformed the multilinear one by 27 to 10
(Z = 2.19; p< .01).

TABLE 5

DISTRIBUTION OF ROOT MEAN SQUARED ERRORS
FOR THE RESTAURANT STUDY

Range

0-5.00
5.01-10.00

10.01-15.00
15.01-20.00
20.01-25.00
25.01 and over

Total

Polarization
model

0
11
9

10
4
3

37

Weighted
linear modei

10
11
8
6
2
0

37

Muitiiinear
model

0
3

11
10
4
9

37

NOTE.—Data indicate the number of groups for which the RMSE (XI00) was
within a given range for a particular model.

In this study, it appears that the multilinear model
performs worse than the other two. However, the dif-
ference between the polarization and linear models is
not statistically significant. We believe, though, that the
directional superiority (albeit not significant) of the po-
larization model, when coupled with the more signifi-
cant support from Study 1, lends further credence to
the paramorphic form in Equation 4.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE
RESEARCH

This article presents a group-polarization model for
predicting group preference judgments. The model
draws from the group-polarization literature (Myers and
Lamm 1976). Our basic premise is that postdiscussion
group utilities are more extreme in the direction of the
average of prediscussion individual utilities. The re-
sulting model is a variation of the simple weighted linear
model, with the presence of a constant term and con-
straints on the coefficients. Eliashberg et al. (1986)
showed that the multilinear model, another variation
of the basic linear model, could outperform the linear
model in a predictive sense, although our results were
to the contrary. The question then arises as to which
modification of the weighted linear model performs
better. In our experiments, the modification according
to the polarization model seems to be appropriate. It
performed better for a majority of the groups tested.
The results across both studies are consistent if not
compelling. The degree of superiority is greater in the
faculty hiring study than in the restaurant study. One
factor that may have a bearing on the difference between
these two studies is that all the faculty groups had
worked together previously as faculty colleagues and
some of the student groups in Study 2 were ad hoc ones
with limited or no prior interactions. But even there,
when the polarization model performs better than the
linear model, it does not do so by much. In contrast,
when the multilinear model performs poorly, it loses
badly to the other two models. Nevertheless, the relative
performance of the polarization model is consistent,
and consistency is evidence in and of itself.
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TABLE 6

RANGES OF ERRORS FOR THE FACULTY HIRING STUDY

Percentage of errors
(predicted - actual)

Model

Range of
RMSE •—
(XI00) Positive Negative Zero"

Polarization model 2.81-34.27 42 45 13
Weighted linear model 2.23-34.27 46 43 11
Multilinear model 2.94-39.20 39 46 15

'When predicted is rounded to nearest hundredth.

TABLE 7

RANGES OF ERRORS FOR THE RESTAURANT STUDY

Percentage of errors
(predicted - actual)

Model

Range of
RMSE •
(XI00) Positive Negative Zero"

Polarization model 6.65-28.06 50 48 2
Weighted linear model 5.18-28.06 52 47 1
Multilinear model 8.10-52.56 54 44 2

"When predicted is rounded to nearest hundredth.

Combining Forecasts. Our results relate to a recent
stream of research on combination of expert forecasts.
Bordley (1986), Clemen (1986), and Granger and Ra-
manathan (1984) seem to suggest that weighted linear
combinations of forecasts in which the weights sum to
one may be dominated by a regression-type equation
with an intercept and either unconstrained coefficients
or constraints other than those in which the weights
sum to one. This essentially coincides with the supe-
riority ofthe simple parametric form in Equation 5 in
our experiments, which thereby recommends this form
as a practical tool. That it corresponds to an empirically
established phenomenon is a bonus in this regard.

Axiomatic Models of Decision Making. The models
of decision making tested in various empirical studies
do correspond to sets of axioms that can be taken to
prescribe behavior. This is true not only of group de-
cision making (Dyer and Sarin 1979; Eliashberg et al.
1986; Keeney and Kirkwood 1975), but also of bar-
gaining (Bartos 1974; Nash 1950) and of individual de-
cision making as well (Eliashberg 1980; Kahnemann
and Tversky 1979; Krantz et al. 1971; von Neumann
and Morgenstern 1947; Wright 1984, chap. 3). Thus,
often there is not a clear distinction between normative
and descriptive models of decision making. It is fre-
quently a matter of interpretation as to whether the
relevant axioms describe what decision-making units
should do or what they do indeed do.

The axiomatic tradition in groups can be traced back
to Fleming (1952) and Harsanyi (1955) who focused
on simple weighted linear models. In their formulations,
like ours, the weights were not required to sum to one.
This idea seems to have gotten lost in recent applications
(see Eliashberg et al. 1986). Thus, our model provides
a connection to the early seminal work in the field.

Owing to its linear form and linear transformation
of utilities, our model has the underlying axiomatic
structure ofthe simple weighted linear model (Keeney
and Raiffa 1976). Recall that choices resulting from von
Neumann-Morgenstern utilities are invariant under
linear transformations. If we transform the M,S to ufs
using the uf = [\/{wt -I- Wj + Wj)] (M, - WQ); / = 1 , 2,
, , , , m, and substitute the uf s into Equation 4, we get

a form for the group utility identical to the weighted
linear model (i.e., Eq. 1). However, the corresponding
axioms bear no conceptual similarity to the polarization
effect (see Keeney 1976; Keeney and Kirkwood 1975).
Therefore, it remains to be seen whether an axiomatic
structure could be developed for the polarization model
that has the appropriate behavioral interpretation.
Thus, our contribution lies in the use ofthe intercept
to paramorphically describe the polarization phenom-
enon rather than to capture an inherent behavioral pro-
cess of a group.

Group Heterogeneity, While our research has fo-
cused on the predictive power of the models using a
group as the unit of analysis, an interesting avenue for
future research is to investigate the reasons for the het-
erogeneity in the parameters (e.g., K and 0) across
groups. For example, descriptors such as the degree of
experience ofthe group with the decision problem may
partially explain the heterogeneity. Additionally, such
descriptors may also explain why one model may work
better for some groups and another one for others. For
example, homogeneous expertise could lead to in-
creased concerns for equity and greater performance
for the multilinear model (Keeney and Raiffa 1976,
chap. 10).

Future Research. One can often learn about con-
ditions for use and potential model refinements by ex-
amining residuals. We in fact attempted this. When we
separated out those groups for which the polarization
model had (or tied with) the lowest RMSE, we found
an increased proportion of overprediction (predicted —
actual > 0) with the polarization model. The percentage
of over-, under-, and correct predictions changes from
those in the first lines of Tables 6 and 7 to 45 39 16 for
Study 1, and 54 43 3 for Study 2. This shift did not
occur with either ofthe other two models. The shift is
surprising in light ofthe Wo :£ 0 constraint. Apparently,
the 2 w, > 1 constraint is very powerful. Exactly why
this is true is not clear. Perhaps future researchers can
use this as a point of departure in future modeling ef-
forts.

Future research should also study models of group
decision making that involve other comparisons of as-
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pects of decisions besides earlier preferences. Polariza-
tion of preferences is just one example. The classical
model of decision making alluded to at the outset of
this article could provide a framework. In reality, group
members share opinions and modify them as a result
of the exchange, perhaps before forming preferences
(see, e.g., DeGroot 1974). Furthermore, there is a need
to explore the range of substantive problems for which
the polarization model would be useful; some of these
issues could include joint decision making in families
and decisions by management committees such as pur-
chasing groups, boards of directors, and the like.

Finally, progress in the area of group decision making
would be well-served with studies, such as those of Cyert
et al. (1956) and Kalven and Zeisel (1966), involving
direct observation of actual groups at work. Participant
or direct observation would enable the researcher to
identify the appropriate social motives and comparison
processes. Protocol methods could also help in under-
standing the workings of group processes. Such research
will help in further discriminating between the infor-
mational-influence and social-comparison explanations
for the polarization effect. Indeed, since we never ob-
served the processes of our participating groups, we have
no direct evidence that the polarization effect actually
occurred. Experimental manipulations in which one or
more subjects are coached to act in a particular way
may lead to further understanding of the group pro-
cesses. Such experimentation and mathematical model
building could then complement each other much in
the same way that protocol statements and regression
models have worked together to further the study of
individual decision making (Einhorn, Kleinmutz, and
Kleinmutz 1979).

[Received December 1988. Revised August 1990.]
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